
Overview
The primary aim of the Research Center for Radiation Protection

is to provide a scientific basis for radiation protection and safety.
Toward this goal, radiation exposure from various sources is
measured, the dose-effect relationships for various endpoints are
examined, and the mechanisms underlying the effects are investi-
gated. The Research Center disseminates its research results to
promote public understanding of radiation effects and to encour-
age the enactment of more reasonable regulations concerning the
use of radiation. The scope of its activities is not limited to Japan.
The Center has been appointed as a Collaborating Centre by the
International Atomic Energy Agency and the appointment lasts
until 2018.

The Research Center consists of the Planning and Promotion
Unit, three research programs (Radiobiology for Children’s Health
Program, Radiation Risk Reduction Research Program, and Regu-
latory Science Research Program) and the R&D Team for Bio-
spheric Assessment for Waste Disposal; the activities in each of
these programs and the team are summarized below.

Activities across the whole center
In FY2014, the International symposium on “Children and Ra-

diation in Medicine” was held on December 8-9, 2014 as a Re-
search Center Symposium, conjointly with WHO. More than 160
researchers including 14 from foreign institutes participated in this
symposium. It covered the topics of: dose in medical exposures,
epidemiology, justification/optimization, mechanism of radiation

carcinogenesis, cancer prevention, and risk communication to
support risk benefit dialogue. The symposium was very fruitful for
the Center and all participating organizations.

Since the TEPCO Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (NPP)
accident (March 2011), the Center has organized telephone con-
sultations, and their number has reached almost 19,000.

Radiobiology for Children’s Health Program
In this era of low birthrate and prolonged longevity in Japan,

concerns about the safety of fetuses and children with respect to
radiation exposure have been growing. Progressive increases in
the use of medical radiation for children have recently forced the
ICRP, IAEA and WHO to draft global initiatives on radiation protec-
tion of children.

This program carries out studies using mice and rats to provide
information on the risk of cancer due to radiation exposure during
fetal and childhood periods. Our studies focus on the effects of
high linear energy transfer (LET) radiations i.e., neutrons and
heavy ions, on fetuses and children. The ultimate objective of this
research group is to propose weighting factors for both age-at-
exposure and radiation quality to support the framework of radia-
tion protection. The results obtained are as follows.
Lifespan shortening
・Female B6C3F1 mice appeared to be more susceptible to

radiation-induced lifespan shortening than male mice. The ef-
fect of gamma rays on lifespan shortening of neonate or infant
mice was more pronounced than that of adult mice. Irradiation
at the late fetal stage with the doses less than 2 Gy had little in-
fluence on lifespan shortening.

・Carbon ions (13 keV/μm) and neutrons (2 MeV) were more po-
tent in reducing lifespan than gamma rays.

Susceptible age at exposure to radiation tumorigenesis
・There are susceptible age windows for radiation carcinogene-

Fig.1 Participants at the NIRS/WHO-CC Symposium on December 8-9,
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sis, which are organ dependent. Most organs such as brain,
kidney, liver and intestine showed high radiation sensitivity
when irradiated at perinatal or infant stages. But the lung and
bone marrow showed susceptible age windows for radiation tu-
morigenesis at the adult stage. Mammary gland was most sus-
ceptible at around puberty.
・Relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of carbon ions was 2-3,

while RBE of neutrons was 10-20 for induction of mammary car-
cinoma, lung carcinoma and myeloid leukemia. It is of note that
RBE values were little influenced by the age at exposure.

Molecular mechanism
Radiation-induced mammary carcinomas showed frequent

dysregulation of PI3K/Akt pathways. In addition, the distinct
DNA methylation profiles between spontaneous and radiation-
induced tumors were identified.

Radiation Risk Reduction Research Program
1. Background and objectives of the research program

Susceptibility to radiation-induced malignancies differs de-
pending on the individuals. Variable efficiencies of the DNA repair
function resulting from single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
located in genes for DNA repair-related proteins are thought to be
one of the factors that cause individual differences in radiation
sensitivity. In addition, there is evidence suggesting that individual
radiation sensitivity can be modulated by lifestyles. They include
smoking habits which have been shown to elevate the individual
sensitivity to α-particles. The purpose of this program is to identify
factors, whether genetic or epigenetic, causing individual differ-
ences in radiation sensitivity, and also to present a possible way
to reduce individual radiation risks by artificially regulating these
factors.
2. Result

By using cultured cells, we investigated the functional impact of
mutations in DNA repair-related proteins on radiation sensitivity.
We revealed that some small mutations introduced into the func-
tional domains of Ku-70 and Rad52 impaired their ability to accu-
mulate at DNA double strand breaks (DSBs), suggesting that
these small mutations could be candidates for biomarkers of ra-
diation sensitivity.

We also tested modulation of radiation sensitivity of mice after
treatment with various lifestyle factors, including high-calorie diet,
alcohol intake, and psychological stresses. A potential risk of high
-calorie diet to enhance radiation sensitivity of liver through epige-
netic mechanisms was suggested. In addition, we revealed that
some cancer-related signaling pathways were specifically modu-
lated after combined treatment with alcohol (Japanese sake) in-
take and radiation exposure. We also suggested an induced anti-
oxidant capacity in liver after combined treatment although no en-
hancement of radiation-induced genomic damages in bone mar-
row cells by Japanese sake was observed. Neither was an en-
hancement of radiation-induced chromosomal translocation by
psychological stresses observed.

Regulatory Science Research Program
1. Background and objectives of the research program

Objectives of this program are to investigate the necessary in-
formation for development of radiation safety standards and
guidelines and to propose scientifically based measures for radia-
tion regulation and policy aiming at a more reasonable system of
radiation protection. For such purposes, the scientific knowledge
is processed in a suitable form to apply each practice and to pro-
vide it to government regulatory agencies and to society.
2. Results

2.1. Measures for regulation and optimization of exposures from
natural radiation

The relationships between radon (thoron) exhalation rate and
environmental parameters (temperature, humidity) for NORM
products were found. The project for radon and thoron measure-
ment, air particulate matter and natural radiation in Kuwait was
started. In cooperation with the Institute of Physics, Czech Acad-
emy of Science and University of Freiburg, Germany, a new semi-
conductor detector for radon and thoron progeny was developed.

Using a rem-counter based radiation monitoring system in-
stalled in the Mt. Fuji automated weather station, annual measure-
ment of cosmic-ray induced neutrons was continued to prepare
for evaluation of the additional dose to aircrews during a ground
level enhancement (GLE) event.
2.2. Policy for radiation regulation based on radiation risk

A new statistical method was developed to calculate excess
relative risk estimates from other forms of risk estimates. Using
this method, we conducted a meta-analysis of second cancer risk
among childhood survivors from 26 studies, and examined addi-
tional detailed evaluations of second cancer risk after radiother-
apy according to study characteristics. Tools to support risk com-
munication in medical exposure and indoor radon were also de-
veloped.
2.3. Measures for environmental protection

To develop new standards for environmental protection against
radiation exposure, the analysis of the transfer of radioactive ma-
terials to marine animals using a dynamic model was carried out.
2.4. Activities other than research

Members of the program have cooperated in activities of inter-
national organizations, especially UNSCEAR, IAEA and WHO.

R&D Team for Biospheric Assessment for WasteDisposal
The aim of the team’s current project is to provide environmental

transfer parameters for radiation dose assessments from radionu-
clides released from radioactive waste disposal sites. To obtain
suitable parameters for the Japanese biosphere, this team has
been carrying out three tasks: (1) constructing the database of
environmental transfer parameters (TFs and Kds) considering cli-
mate change; (2) estimating the effects on microbial activities for
the transfer parameters of 14C in soil-plant systems; and (3) col-
lecting the environmental transfer parameters of important radi-
onuclides (Pu, Am, Th and Cl) by ultra-high sensitivity analysis.
Some details of these are given below.
1. A literature survey was conducted to estimate the effect of

warm and cool temperatures on soil-to-plant transfer factors
(TFs) compared to those for temperate areas. The TF-Cs of
brown rice obtained in Japan increased with decreasing tem-
perature. The TF-Sr was higher in temperate areas than that in
cool areas. Because data were quite limited, further study is
needed.

2. The measurement method for gaseous chemical species con-
taining 14C released from soil was investigated. It was revealed
that soil microorganisms strongly affected the chemical form
changes of 14C in low molecular weight organic carbon com-
pounds. Thus respiration activity of soil microorganisms was
measured using the INT Formazan reaction.

3. A total of 80 surface soil samples collected from central-east
Japan during 1969 － 1977 were analyzed for 239+240Pu activity
and 240Pu/239Pu atom ratio to establish the baseline of activities
of 239+240Pu and 241Pu before the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Power Plant accident. The 239+240Pu activities ranged from
0.004 －1.46 mBq g－1, and 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios varied nar-
rowly from 0.148 to 0.229 with a mean of 0.186± 0.015.
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Introduction
The safety of radioactive waste disposal must be assessed into

the far future. Mathematical models have been used for assess-

ment of potential exposures to humans from these radioactive

wastes. In these models, it is necessary to provide environmental

transfer parameters for each radionuclide. Cesium-135 (half-life:

2.3×106 y) is one of the important radionuclides for the dose as-

sessment, however, its behavior in the environment is difficult to

measure even if we could use global fallout 137Cs data as the ana-

logue of 135Cs. Because of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power

Plant (FDNPP) accident, an elevated amount of radiocesium (134

Cs and 137Cs) has been observed in the natural environment,

making it possible for us to study the behavior in detail.

Since the data for trees native to Japan are limited, it is impor-

tant to measure radiocesium behavior in trees. We previously de-

termined radiocesium concentrations in newly emerged leaves of

14 plant species collected from the NIRS campus in April to June

2011 after the FDNPP accident [1]. We found that major radioce-

sium uptake pathways to plants were the above ground uptakes

of radiocesium through leaves and tree bark, while the root uptake

process was much smaller than that of the above ground uptake.

Thus radiocesium would transfer to other growing tissues in the

plant body, such as leaves, shoots and fruits. We focused on the

cesium transfer to fruits because it directly affects the internal

dose assessment for the ingestion pathway. According to the food

monitoring data reported monthly by the Japanese Ministry of

Health, Labour and Welfare, radiocesium concentrations in fruits

had decreased significantly by more than 50% in 2012 compared

to 2011, and their concentrations are still decreasing in the follow-

ing years. From this result it was assumed that radiocesium was

removed rapidly from fruits trees; however, the decreasing rates

have not been reported yet for fruits in Japan.

Among deciduous type orchard trees, persimmon fruits are of

interest because they are eaten fresh, dried or cooked; moreover,

one of the local specialties in northern Fukushima is semi-dried

persimmon fruits. Since during the drying process, radiocesium

would not be removed, its concentration would be increased sig-

nificantly in the final products. In this paper, we have reported on

effective half-lives of 137Cs from persimmon trees affected by the

FDNPP fallout. The term “effective half-life (Teff)” is defined as the

time requited for a 50% decline of 137Cs in a tree in a natural con-

dition.

Materials and methods
Samples were regularly collected for fruits (flesh), leaves and

newly emerged branches of persimmon trees from April 26, 2011

to December 4, 2014. Two persimmon trees were used as one

sample because these trees stood within 5 m of each other.

Cesium-137 concentration in this field did not statistically change

from 2011 to 2014 and the arithmetic mean 137Cs concentration in

each year ranged from 9.9 to 13.5 kBq/m2 as shown in Fig.1.

Immediately after the collection, samples were transferred to a

Fig.1 137Cs concentrations in soil cores (0－5 cm depth) collected on the

NIRS campus, Chiba, Japan in 2011－2014.
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laboratory and weighed to obtain the fresh weight. All tissue part

samples were dried to a constant weight at 80℃ in an electric

oven for at least 2 d. Each dried sample was pulverized, and then,

the powder sample was transferred to a 100 mL polystyrene con-

tainer, a so called U8 container. The 137Cs radioactivity was then

determined with a germanium detecting system (Seiko EG&G).

Data were used to calculate Teff, which is defined as

Teff = ln2/λeff……(1)

where λeff is the 137Cs loss rate in trees. λeff is obtained from the

slope of the exponential decline in 137Cs concentration in the

leaves and fruits over time as follows:

At = A0 exp (－λeff t)……(2)

where At is 137Cs concentration at time t (day) and A0 is the ex-

pected initial 137Cs concentration.

Aggregated transfer factor (Tagg) was also calculated for mature

fruits each year using the following equation:

Tagg = Cfruit_t / CA_soil_t……(3)

where Cfruit_t is 137Cs concentration (Bq/kg-dry) at time t and CA_soil_t

is the area 137Cs concentration (Bq/m2). We employed this value

because the soil near the persimmon trees cannot be plowed and

thus 137Cs from FDNPP accident still remained in the soil surface

layer [2]. Therefore, the typically used soil-to-plant transfer pa-

rameter, TF which is the ratio of concentrations in edible part of

plant and soil (both are in Bq/kg-dry so that this parameter is di-

mensionless), is not useful for the parameter and it is only applica-

ble when the radioactivity in the soil is almost uniform in the plant

root zone.

Results and discussion
The measured 137Cs concentrations (Bq/kg-dry) for each tissue

as a function of time are shown in Fig.2. All three tissues had ex-

ponential decreases with time. Using equation (1), we calculated

λeff of each tissue to be 0.00214 for fruits, 0.00279 for leaves and

0.00266 for new branch, and, consequently, the Teff values were in

a narrow range from 248-323 d. From our results, it was clear that

any one of the tissue parts collected in this study was representa-

tive for showing 137Cs removal rates from persimmon trees. Inter-

estingly, the Teff values became longer than those we previously

reported, in which we used data until 2013 and the averaged

value was 229 d [3]. The results suggested that the 137Cs concen-

tration decreasing rates became slower in 2014 than those in

2011-2013. It was likely that we still measured the residual part of
137Cs directly taken up through the plant surface, however, for a

longer time period, root uptake is the major 137Cs source in trees

and the effective half-life is expected to become much longer be-

cause of the low bioavailability of 137Cs in soil.

Using the 137Cs concentration data in fruits and soils each year,

we calculated Tagg using equation (3) and the results are listed in

Table 1. Apparently, the Tagg values decreased with time, however,

in 2013 and 2014, the values were almost the same, that is, 0.6×
10－3 and 0.5×10－3 m2/kg-dry, respectively. Since the tree re-

ceived direct deposition and the above ground part uptake was

the major 137Cs source, it would be difficult to compare these val-

ues with other soil-to-plant transfer factors observed previously.

Instead, it would be better to use the values for forest products

contaminated by Chernobyl fallout, i.e. bush type tree fruits in-

cluding bilberry, cranberry and raspberry, etc. These data are

provided in IAEA Technical Report Series No. 472, and the arith-

metic mean ranged from 0.02 － 0.12 m2/kg-dry. Thus, Tagg for

persimmon fruits was lower than the values observed for berries.

However, it was not clear why this difference was observed; we

conjecture that the plant species, tree shape (bush or tree), and/

or soil types would affect this phenomenon. In order to under-

stand the Cs uptake rate difference among fruit trees, further

study is necessary.

Fig.2 Time trend of 137Cs concentrations in three persimmon tree tissues

collected at NIRS from April 26, 2011 to December 4, 2014.
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Table1 Aggregated transfer factor (Tagg, m2/kg, dry weight basis) of 137Cs
in persimmon fruits collected in 2011－2014.

Year Fruits, Bq/kg-dry Soil, kBq/m2 Tagg

2011 49.3 (n=4) 11.8 (n=3) 4.2 x 10－3

2012 17.2 (n=2) 9.9 (n=7) 1.7 x 10－3

2013 8.1 (n=2) 13.5 (n=4) 0.6 x 10－3

2014 6.0 (n=3) 12.4 (n=5) 0.5 x 10－3
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Introduction
The Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP) accident

led to severe releases of radionuclides into the environment. Iden-

tifying the release source, the nuclear reactors or the spent fuel

pools (SFPs), is an important issue for the accurate estimation of

the released amount of radionuclides. Currently the isotopic ratio

of 134Cs/137Cs has been widely used to trace the FDNPP released

radiocesium. However, the short half-life (2.06 y) of 134Cs will make

this tracer unavailable in several years.

In this study, we discuss the possibility of establishing a new

tracer, the 135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratio, for release source identifica-

tion and we consider its application for long-term estimation of the

mobility of released radionuclides in the environment. Radioce-

sium isotopes are fission products (FPs) with high yields, up to

6.535 % and 6.236 % for 135Cs and 137Cs, respectively, from the

thermal neutron fission of 235U. In the fission chains for 135Cs and
137Cs, shielding of 135Cs occurs due to neutron capture of its pre-

cursor, 135Xe, to form 136Xe, whereas production of 137Cs is unaf-

fected. This process causes a high degree of variance of the
135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratio with source. Thus, this ratio will be char-

acteristic of the reactor operation and shutdown conditions.

Here, by applying a newly developed ICP-MS/MS technique

[1], we successfully measured 135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratios in heav-

ily contaminated environmental samples (litter, lichen and soil)

(137Cs activity ranging from 0.12－4.65 MBq/kg) collected from

April 2011 to May 2013 in the 20－50 km zone around the FDNPP,

and found that the release, if any, of 137Cs from the Unit 4 SFP due

to the explosion and subsequent fire was negligible. Combined

with the information given by the 240Pu/239Pu isotopic ratio finger-

print we could conclude, for the first time, that the Unit 2 reactor

was the main release source of FPs in the FDNPP accident. The

obtained 135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratio is proposed as a new tracer for

applications in long-term estimation of environmental behavior of

released radionuclides.

Experimental
137Cs activity was determined using a Ge detection system

(Seiko EG&G) for 3600 s for most cases. The 137Cs activity was

determined using its peak at 661.6 keV. For 135Cs/137Cs isotopic

ratio analysis, a sample (about 2－4 g) was weighed out and put

in a closable Teflon vessel (120 mL). After adding 20 mL concen-

trated HNO3, the lid of the Teflon vessel was tightened and the

vessel was heated on a hotplate (160℃). During the acid diges-

tion process, 4 mL H2O2 was added to destroy the organic matter.

After heating to near dryness, the residual was dissolved in 20 mL

concentrated HNO3. Then the sample solution was filtered

through an Advantec filter into a beaker (250 mL). The rest of the

sample solution was adjusted to the activity of 1.6 M HNO3 by

adding Milli-Q water. Then a concentration and separation proce-

dure consisting of ammonium molybdophosphate (AMP) selective

adsorption of Cs and subsequent two-stage ion-exchange chro-

matographic separation was conducted. Finally, Cs isotopes were

measured using a triple-quadrupole inductively coupled plasma

mass spectrometry (ICP-MS/MS) [1].

Results and discussion
Forest litter samples (S1-S3, and S5) and a lichen sample (S4),

collected in the 20－50 km zone in the northwest direction from

the plant site, and a soil sample (S6), collected in J-Village (Fig.1),

were analyzed for 135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratio. We found that
135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratios in the litter and lichen samples had very

similar values, ranging from 0.333－0.343 (referenced to March

11, 2011). No significant variation of 135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratio

could be observed although the activities of 137Cs were extremely

different, ranging from 0.12－4.65 MBq/kg, in these litter and li-

chen samples, indicating that radioactive Cs isotopes deposited

on the surface of the litter and lichen were mostly released from

the same source in the FDNPP. Similarly, the isotopic ratio of
240Pu/239Pu showed constant values (0.323－0.330) in the investi-

gated forest litter samples. In the surface soil sample from J-

Village, a slightly higher 135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratio of 0.375±0.024
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was observed.

To investigate if there was significant release of FPs from the nu-

clear fuels in the SFPs, in particular the SFP in the Unit 4 reactor

building where the hydrogen explosion and fire had occurred, we

compared 135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratios in Fukushima environmental

samples with those in the damaged reactors (Units 1－3) and the

SFPs (Units 1－4). As shown in Fig.2, the observed 135Cs/137Cs

isotopic ratios (0.333－0.343) in environmental samples collected

in the northwest direction from the FDNPP site were distinctly dif-

ferent from those in the SFPs (0.377－0.514), but coincident with
135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratios in the cores of Units 2 and 3 (0.341 for

core-2 and 0.350 for core-3) [3]. This result indicated that the pos-

sible release, if any, of FPs from the SFPs was negligible. The

damaged reactors were the sources of the radioactive releases.

Moreover, the 135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratio of core-1 (0.396) is much

higher than the ratios observed in these samples, suggesting that

core-2 and/or core-3 were the major release sources, and core-1

had a relatively small contribution to the total amount of FPs re-

leased.

We also compared the isotopic compositions of Cs (135Cs/137Cs)

and Pu (240Pu/239Pu) isotopes in litter (S2 and S3) and soil (S6)

samples, and nuclear fuels in the damaged reactor cores and in

the SFPs. Again, the isotopic compositions of the SFPs were com-

pletely different from those observed in the heavily contaminated

forest litter samples (137Cs ranged from 0.12 to 4.65 MBq/kg),

eliminating the possibility of significant release of FPs from the

SFP sources. We note that there is a striking similarity between the

Cs and Pu isotopic compositions observed in the forest litter sam-

ples and those in the Unit 2 reactor core (core-2). This isotopic

composition coincidence strongly indicates that the major source

of FPs release during the FDNPP accident was the damaged re-

actor Unit 2. Compared to the venting operations and hydrogen

explosions, the breach of the Unit 2 containment vessel resulted

in the largest radioactive release.

Among the released FPs, 137Cs is the most important radionu-

clide for radiation dose estimation due to the large amount re-

leased (ca. 15 PBq) and relatively long half-life (30.2 y). However,

many important issues remain to be investigated about its atmos-

pheric transport, deposition processes and distributions in terres-

trial and marine environments. It has been estimated that ca. 80%

of the atmospherically released 137Cs was deposited in the west-

ern North Pacific Ocean, in addition to 3.6 PBq of 137Cs directly

discharged into the ocean due to the discharge of radioactive

waste waters. Thus, we estimate that ca. 7.01x10－5 PBq (1.64 kg)
135Cs has been released into the ocean since the FDNPP acci-

dent. Furthermore, continuous input of 137Cs into the ocean due to

river runoff of the 137Cs deposited in heavily contaminated

Fukushima forest soil can be expected. Recent studies have

found the start of travel of the Fukushima accident-sourced 137Cs

into the ocean interior, and a possible pathway of Fukushima

accident-derived radionuclides in the North Pacific Ocean was

proposed. Based on this proposed pathway, it is predicted that in

30 years the Fukushima accident-derived 137Cs will come back to

the ocean surface in the western North Pacific Ocean off the

Fukushima coast through its transport by the Kuroshio Current.

Thus, to understand the environmental behavior and the fate of

Fukushima accident-sourced radionuclides in the environment, a

powerful Cs tracer is highly required, because the currently widely

used 134Cs/137Cs activity ratio tracer will become unavailable in

several years due to the rapid decay of 134Cs activity in the envi-

ronment. The 135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratio of the Fukushima accident-

sourced radioactive Cs was characterized by a value of 0.341 [2],

which is different from those of global fallout Cs (2.7 ± 0.5 refer-

enced to 2009) and the Chernobyl accident (0.50 ± 0.05, refer-

enced to 2006). In addition, 135Cs has a half-life of 2x106 y, there-

fore, we are confident that the 135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratio can be

considered as a new powerful tracer for long-term source identifi-

cation and environmental behavior studies.

Fig.1 Map showing sampling locations with information about 137Cs ac-

tivities and 135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratios (redrawn from [2]).

Fig.2 Comparison of 135Cs/137Cs isotopic ratios observed in litter and li-

chen samples and those in nuclear fuels in the damaged reactors

(core-1, core-2 and core-3) and in the spent fuel pools (SFPs).
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Introduction
Exposure of the breast to radiation, either accidental or for

medical reasons, is associated with an increased incidence of

breast cancer. Several lines of evidence have indicated that age

at exposure to radiation, particularly young ages, is strongly asso-

ciated with the risk of breast cancer.

Both genetic and epigenetic aberrations are important in can-

cer development. Ionizing radiation is generally regarded as a

cancer-initiating agent that functions by activating oncogenes and

inactivating tumor suppressor genes via misrepair of breaks in

double-stranded DNA. Human and animal studies have exten-

sively examined genetic alterations such as deletion and loss of

heterozygosity in radiation-induced cancers and have shown that

radiation-induced cancers are likely to have more copy-number

aberrations than sporadic cancers [1]. Despite the evidence link-

ing genomic alterations to radiation-induced cancer, little informa-

tion is available regarding differences in methylation profiles be-

tween radiation-induced and spontaneous cancers. We previ-

ously reported that most rat mammary carcinomas induced by pre

- and postpubertal irradiation have distinct gene expression pat-

terns and hormone receptor statuses [2]. Moreover, radiation-

induced and sporadic breast cancers show different gene ex-

pression profiles [3]. However, the mechanisms underlying these

differences have not yet been identified.

Molecular biological features of human cancer are easily influ-

enced by individual differences such as lifestyle (e.g., diet and

parity) and genetic factors. Animal models are advantageous be-

cause they are less likely to be influenced by such factors. Rat

mammary cancer is a good model of human breast cancer be-

cause it mimics the pathogenesis and hormone receptor expres-

sion of human breast cancer. In the present study, we aimed to

identify differences in methylation status between mammary carci-

nomas induced by pre- or postpubertal irradiation and spontane-

ous mammary carcinomas. The results indicate that there are

characteristic patterns of DNA methylation in each carcinoma

group, suggesting a mechanism for the distinct cancer develop-

ment.

Results
(1) DNA methylation profiles of rat mammary carcinomas.

Genome-wide DNA methylation microarray analysis was carried

out on rat mammary carcinomas from three groups of mammary

carcinomas (prepubertal irradiation, IR-3W, n = 7; postpubertal ir-

radiation, IR-7W, n = 7; spontaneous, n = 7) as well as normal

mammary gland tissue (n = 3) using the Agilent Rat CpG island

microarray. We first counted the number of probes for hyper- and

hypomethylated loci (｜Z-score｜> 1.96) in each mammary carci-

noma and normal mammary gland tissue. The number of hyper-

methylated loci was similar between carcinomas and normal tis-

sues. In contrast, the number of hypomethylated loci was signifi-

cantly increased in mammary carcinomas, consistent with the

general observation of global hypomethylation in cancer tissue.

We next investigated the number of aberrantly methylated loci

that were prevalent in each of the three carcinoma groups by

changing the criterion for prevalence (the number of carcinomas

for which a given locus was commonly observed, NP) from one to

seven out of the seven carcinomas. Interestingly, the number of

aberrantly methylated loci that were prevalent in more than five

carcinomas in the IR-3W group was drastically smaller compared

to the numbers in the other two groups (Fig.1A), indicating rela-

tively high heterogeneity of loci with aberrant methylation in the IR-

3W group. The largest number of prevalent hypermethylated loci

was found in the IR-7W group, whereas the largest number of

prevalent hypomethylated loci was found in the spontaneous

group. These trends were observed across all chromosomes

(Figs. 1B and C) and remained consistent when NP was changed

from one to seven of the seven carcinomas in each group.
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(2) Correlation between hypermethylation and gene expressions

for selected genes

Because hypermethylation of CpG islands upstream from a

gene has been implicated as a mechanism of gene silencing, we

next focused on expression of genes with hypermethylated up-

stream CpG islands. We selected matrix metallopeptidase 23

(Mmp23) and GATA binding protein 4 (Gata4) , which showed a

common aberration in all three carcinoma groups, as well as lysyl

oxidase-like 1 (Loxl1) , which showed specific hypermethylation in

the IR-7W group. We selected these genes because: (i) reduced

expression and hypermethylation of Mmp23, Gata4, and Loxl1

have been reported in human cancers and (ii) the Lox family of

genes has been implicated in the radiation-induced stress re-

sponse. To assess the methylation status and expression of these

genes, we conducted bisulfite sequencing and q-PCR. The meth-

ylation levels of the upstream regions of Mmp23 and Gata4 were

significantly increased in carcinomas compared to normal mam-

mary gland tissue. The expression of Mmp23 was significantly re-

duced in mammary carcinomas compared with normal mammary

glands. Although Gata4 expression was very low in both normal

and carcinoma tissues, it was more frequently detectable in nor-

mal tissue. The upstream region of Loxl1 showed significantly

higher methylation levels in the IR-7W group than in normal mam-

mary gland or the IR-3W group. Gene expression was slightly, but

significantly, decreased in the IR-7W group compared with normal

tissue. Expression of Mmp23 was significantly inversely corre-

lated with overall methylation levels, whereas Loxl1 was not; but

both genes showed inverse correlations between gene expres-

sion and the methylation patterns at particular CpG sites.

(3) Global DNA hypomethylation in radiation-Induced and sponta-

neous mammary Carcinomas

The majority of CpG dinucleotides in the genome are found in

repetitive sequences and are methylated in normal tissues. Long

interspersed nucleotide element-1 (LINE1) sequences comprise

～20% of the rat genome, and their methylation levels are used as

a marker of global cytosine methylation. We sequenced the 5’ un-

translated region of LINE1, which harbors 18 CpG sites. Com-

pared with normal mammary glands, methylation of LINE1 was

significantly decreased in the IR-3W and spontaneous carcinoma

groups, but remained unchanged in the IR-7W group (Fig.2A). We

also performed immunohistochemistry for 5-methylcytosine and

observed positive nuclear staining in luminal and stromal cells in

both normal and mammary carcinoma tissues (Fig.2B). Normal

mammary gland tissues were strongly and consistently stained

(Fig.2B), whereas mammary carcinomas showed more variable

but generally less intense staining (Fig.2B). Staining intensity was

significantly lower in the IR-3W and spontaneous groups com-

pared with normal mammary gland tissues (Fig.2C). These results

demonstrate that global hypomethylation was prominent in these

rat mammary carcinomas.

Conclusion
We found that mammary carcinomas induced by pre- or post-

pubertal irradiation and spontaneous mammary carcinomas

showed distinct patterns of DNA methylation.

Fig.1 Characteristic DNA methylation profiles in mammary carcinomas.

(A) Number of loci with prevalent methylation changes in mammary

carcinomas. When a locus showed aberrant methylation in at least

the specified number (NP) of the seven carcinomas in a group, the

aberrant locus was considered to be prevalent in that group. Here,

the criterion for prevalence (i.e., NP) was changed from one to

seven. (B and C) Chromosomal distribution of loci showing preva-

lent hyper- (B) and hypomethylation (C), respectively, in each carci-

noma group (NP = 4). IR-3W and IR-7W, mammary carcinomas in-

duced by pre- and postpubertal irradiation (3 and 7 weeks old, re-

spectively).

Fig.2 Global DNA hypomethylation in mammary carcinomas. (A) Methyla-

tion of LINE1 as determined by bisulfite sequencing. (B) Immuno-

histochemical staining for 5-methylcytosine in normal mammary

gland tissues and mammary carcinomas. Representative results

are shown for positive staining in normal mammary gland, plus

strong and weak staining in mammary carcinomas. HE staining is

also shown. (C): Staining intensity scores for 5-methylcytosine.

NMG, normal mammary glands; MC, mammary carcinomas; IR-3W

and IR-7W, mammary carcinomas induced by pre- and postpuber-

tal irradiation (3 and 7 weeks old, respectively). Error bars represent

standard error of the mean. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01.
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Introduction
The uses of uranium in the nuclear industry and military appli-

cations have led to growing public concern over its health effects.

Renal toxicity is a hallmark of uranium exposure. It is known that

chronic ingestion of naturally occurring uranium at higher levels

via contaminated groundwater resulted in an increase in urinary

marker related to renal tubular injury. Uranium-induced renal tox-

icity is characterized by induction of tubular lesion formation of the

S3 segments of the proximal tubule (S3 segments). Uranium also

accumulates site-specifically into the S3 segments [1]. The site-

specificity of uranium accumulation in the S3 segments was dem-

onstrated to be the major determinant of susceptibility to uranium

toxicity in developing kidney [2]. But the details of cellular local-

ization of uranium, and the uranium levels in the micro region of

the toxic target site during renal toxicity are not well understood.

In this research highlight, we describe the precise distribution of

uranium and its dynamics in the S3 segments in a rat model of

uranium-induced acute renal toxicity by quantitative in situ deter-

mination of uranium concentration with a microprobe. The study

has been published in the Journal of Applied Toxicology [3].

In situ determination of uranium in the S3 segments of the proximal

tubule by high energy synchrotron radiation X-ray fluorescence

(SR-XRF) analysis

Uranium is difficult to detect at trace levels in tissues using gen-

eral XRF because the big peaks of the major elements, such as

phosphorus, sulfur, potassium, and calcium, interfere with its mi-

nor peaks (M-lines). The use of high-energy incident X-rays in

XRF is expected to excite the major peaks of the L-lines of ura-

nium, which the major elements do not interfere with. Thus, we util-

ized the technique with a microbeam for renal sections to investi-

gate the uranium concentration dynamics in the S3 segments.

One kidney removed from each rat was divided in half (Fig.1).

One half was frozen for use in uranium imaging analysis, and a

portion of the center area (100 mg) of the other half was sampled

for determination of tissue uranium concentration using induc-

tively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry. For specimens of SR-

XRF analysis, frozen kidney halves were cut to 10 μm thickness

with a cryo-microtome, and the slices were placed on polypropyl-

ene film. SR-XRF measurements were performed at SPring-8 (BL

37XU) of the Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute,

Hyogo, using an energy dispersive SR-XRF system with 30 keV

monochromatic X-rays. Areas representing S3 segments in the SR

-XRF specimen were selected for analysis from the corresponding

histochemical staining of the serial sections and the microbeam (1

μm× 1 μm) was scanned on the areas for the uranium maps. Af-

ter SR-XRF, the analyzed specimens were stained with hematox-

ylin and eosin (H&E). The uranium map and HE staining results

Fig.1 Preparation of SR-XRF specimens and uranium distribution in kid-

ney at 1 day after uranium acetate administration (0.5 mg/kg). Ura-

nium imaging, 75× 75 steps at 2 μm per step, beam size: 1 μm×
1 μm. The figures were cited from [3] with modification.
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were overlaid to confirm the cellular location of uranium (Fig.1).

Three S3 segment cross sections within the analysis area were

analyzed further for uranium quantification. Quantification of ura-

nium in micro-regions was performed using thin section standards

of uranium for microbeam analysis [4].

Uranium dynamics and cellular localization in the S3 segments of

the proximal tubule

Subcutaneous injection of uranium acetate to rats resulted in a

high rate of uranium accumulation into kidney (Fig.2); at day 1 af-

ter administration at a dose of 0.5 mg/kg, the mean renal uranium

concentration was 9.4 ± 3.1 μg/g, which was around 18-fold

higher than the dose of uranium per body weight. In the kidney,

uranium was site-specifically concentrated in the S3 segments of

the proximal tubule (64.9 ± 18.2 μg/g) at around 130-fold higher

than the dose and the uranium concentrated areas in the epithe-

lium of the S3 segments contained uranium at 500-fold higher

than the dose. Uranium distributed into the epithelium of the S3

segments and highly concentrated uranium in micro-regions was

found near the nuclei; here, the uranium levels were 50-fold higher

than the mean renal uranium concentration.

Uranium administration to rats (0.5 mg/kg of body weight) re-

sulted in renal tubular damage as follows [2]; TUNEL-positive tu-

bules increased in the S3 segments in the inner cortex and the

outer stripe of the outer medulla on day 2 post-administration and

reached a maximum on day 8. The proportion of tubules exhibit-

ing cell loss also increased up to day 8. On day 15, the damaged

areas in the inner cortex and the outer stripe of the outer medulla

were filled with regenerating tubules. The uranium level in the S3

segments of the proximal tubule was maintained up to 8 days

post-administration, although the mean renal uranium concentra-

tion decreased (reflecting cellular deletion from the epithelium of

the proximal tubules) after 3 days post-administration. Two weeks

later, areas of high uranium concentration were still found in the

epithelium of regenerating tubules with concentrations more than

100-fold higher than the mean uranium concentration in the kid-

ney.

Toxicological implication of concentrated uranium in the epithelium

of the S3 segments

Alterations in solute transport and induction of oxidative stress

have been reported as effects of chemical toxicity of uranium.

Uranium is also an α-particle-emitting radionuclide. From our find-

ing of highly concentrated uranium in the epithelium of S3 seg-

ments, the radiological toxicity is also a concern when the ura-

nium concentrated areas remain for a certain period. The dis-

tance from the uranium concentrated areas in the epithelium of

the S3 segments to nuclei was around 10 μm (Fig.3), which is

shorter than the range of an α particle of U238 (around 30 μm).

Therefore, α particles of U238 from the uranium concentrated areas

of the epithelium of the proximal tubules can travel to the nuclei of

the tubules.

Taking into account the characteristic of uranium dynamics in

the kidney that there is retention of uranium in micro regions of the

S3 segments during recovery, long-term observational studies fol-

lowing uranium-induced acute renal damage should be under-

taken to examine the effects of remaining uranium on kidney. In

this regard, studies of the late effects of uranium exposure on re-

nal function, including effects related to radiological toxicity, are

now in progress.

Fig.2 Scheme of uranium behavior in kidney.

Fig.3 Distance from uranium concentrated areas to nuclei. The fig.was

cited from [3] with modification.
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Introduction
Ionizing radiation (IR) could induce deleterious effects includ-

ing cancer. Epigenetic mechanisms play a critical role in the re-

sponse of our body to IR. Dietary factors play a key role through

epigenetic mechanisms in shaping our phenotype via mediating

between the nutrient inputs and the ensuing phenotypic changes.

Interaction between nutrients and genes is responsible for regu-

lating metabolic processes and inducing epigenetic alterations

that may have important consequences for the initiation and de-

velopment of pathological conditions and alterations in biological

responses. Although the impact of diet on radiosusceptibility is

thought to be big, the evidence is not clear due to lack of study.

Elucidating the diet-related epigenetic mechanisms would facili-

tate a better understanding of IR risk and prompt the development

of more efficient strategies against radiation. As one of the main

macronutrients in addition to carbohydrates and proteins, fats

serve both structural and metabolic functions, and in addition, are

a useful buffer towards a host of diseases and a significant pro-

ducer of several hormones. A high-fat diet is responsible for most

of the obese, cardiovascular diseases, and cancer, but a low-fat

diet also shows potential health risk. A recent study showed that

diet-induced obesity could modulate epigenetic responses to IR

in mice [1]. In this work, effects from dietary fat on modulation of

mouse responses to total-body-irradiation (TBI) were compara-

tively studied in young female mice fed with a standard diet, a

very high-fat diet and a very low-fat diet.

Materials and Methods
Three-week-old female mice of the C57BL/6J Jms strain, just

weaned from breastfeeding, were purchased from SLC, Inc., Ja-

pan. The mice were maintained in a clean conventional animal fa-

cility under a 12-h light/12-h dark photoperiod. Animals housed in-

dividually in autoclaved cages with sterilized wood chips, were

randomly assigned to 3 experimental groups and allowed free ac-

cess to acidified water (pH = 3.0 ± 0.2) and a standard labora-

tory chow MB-1 (Funabashi Farm Co., Japan), a high-fat diet HFD

32 (CLEA Japan, Inc. Japan), or a low-fat diet CE-2 Low Fat

(CLEA Japan, Inc. Japan), respectively. The percentages of

crude fat in the ingredients of MB-1, HFD32 and CE-2 Low Fat

were 4.4%, 32.0%, and 0.4%, respectively. The metabolizable en-

ergies in kcal/100g for MB-1, HFD32 and CE-2 Low Fat were

354.0, 507.6, and 309.2, respectively. The mice were acclimatized

to the laboratory conditions for 3 weeks as an adaptation period

before use. All experimental protocols involving mice were re-

viewed and approved by The Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee of NIRS. The experiments were performed in strict ac-

cordance with the NIRS Guidelines for the Care and Use of Labo-

ratory Animals. X-rays were generated with an X-ray machine

(Pantak-320S, Shimadzu, Japan) operated at 200 kVp and 20 mA,

using a 0.50-mm Al + 0.50-mm Cu filter. The dose rates for deliv-

ering irradiations at a low dose (0.50 Gy) and a high dose (5.0 Gy

to 8.0 Gy) were about 0.30 and 0.85 Gy/min, respectively.

Parameters comparatively studied in mice fed with different di-

ets were 1) intake of metabolizable energy (calculated from diet

intake) and physiological development (evaluated by body weight

gain, main organ weight, intra-abdominal fat weight, peripheral

blood hemogram and serum biochemical examination); 2) re-

sponse to acute killing effect from TBI at high doses (evaluated in

the 30-day survival test after 5.0 Gy to 8.0 Gy high dose irradiation

using the median lethal dose, LD50); and 3) response to TBI at a

low dose (induction of adaptive response (AR) by a priming dose

of 0.5 Gy against bone marrow death induced by a challenge

dose at 7.5 Gy; residual damage in the hematopoietic system

evaluated by bone marrow micronucleus test after a challenge

dose at 4.0 Gy) [2]. For LD50 determination, curvilinear regression

of the second degree was applied to the survival data. Statistical

evaluation of the other data was carried out with the χ2 test and

Student t-test, as appropriate. Statistical significance was as-

signed to a value of P of <0.05.
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Results
There was a statistically significant difference (P<0.01) of the

mean metabolizable energy (kcal) weekly intake between the

control group fed with the MB-1 diet (72.3±4.3) and that fed with

an unbalanced diet of either HFD32 (86.3±2.3) or CE-2 Low Fat

(63.1±4.9). Mice consuming an unbalanced diet showed signifi-

cant alterations in body weight (Fig.1), main organ weight, intra-

abdominal fat weight, peripheral blood hemogram and serum bio-

chemistry [3]. The LD50 values in the 30-day survival test (Fig.2)

were 7.1 Gy, 6.0 Gy, and 6.2 Gy, respectively, for the mice fed with

MB-1, HFD32 diet, and CE-2 Low Fat, indicating that mice fed

with an unbalanced diet became highly sensitive to the killing ef-

fect from TBI at high doses. For the mice fed with MB-1, a suc-

cessful AR was demonstrated while for the mice fed with either

HFD32 or CE-2 Low Fat, no AR was observed, and all the animals

died within 15 days after TBI with the challenge high dose at 7.5

Gy regardless the priming low dose at 0.5 Gy (Fig.3). Considering

the sensitivity to TBI-induced bone marrow death was higher in

mice fed with an unbalanced diet and 7.5 Gy would be too high to

be used as the challenge dose in the AR induction study, a dose

at 6.5 Gy which resulted in survival rates of 30.0% and 35.0%, re-

spectively, in mice fed with the high-fat diet HFD32 and low-fat

diet CE-2 Low Fat in the 30-day survival test was also tested as a

challenge dose. The respective survival rates were 29.4% and

33.3% for these mice, showing that no AR was induced in the

mice fed with an unbalanced diet. As to the micronucleus test, for

the mice fed with MB-1, the priming low dose at 0.5 Gy could sig-

nificantly reduce the incidence of micronucleated polychromatic

erythrocytes and micronucleated normochromatic erythrocytes in

bone marrow that were caused by a challenge high dose at 4.0

Gy, while for the mice fed with either HFD32 or CE-2 Low Fat, no

such effect was observed.

Discussion and Conclusion
The present study reinforces the importance of understanding

the dietary factors, showing that there is a striking modification ef-

fect on the response to IR; namely, under an unbalanced diet

(either of very high fat or of very low fat) alterations in the response

of mice to TBI were induced at both low dose and high doses.

These alterations included abolishment of AR induction by the low

dose, increase in the radiosensitivity to bone marrow failure in-

duced by the high doses, and increase in genomic instability after

the high doses. These findings confirm that dietary fat plays a piv-

otal role in the response of the animals to IR exposure and they

provide new insights into the study on the epigenetic contribution

to radiation risk.

Understanding the ability and mechanisms of dietary modifica-

tion will fuel the development of effective countermeasures to re-

duce radiation risk. A healthy diet is the key to maintaining well-

being and preventing health problems. Making healthy food

choices is more important than ever. This is of great significance

and importance for prevention of diet-related health problems and

for provision of reversibility of altered biological responses includ-

ing responses to IR. Developing active prevention strategies

would be a practical approach to meeting the critical need to re-

duce radiation risk, in addition to the improvement of overall

health and the quality of life. The findings in this work should add

to the knowledge for radiation risk reduction and suggest the pos-

sibility to modulate radiosensitivity through diet intervention in hu-

mans.

Fig.1 Effect from consuming different diets on body weight gain of mice.

Body weight (g per mouse) is presented as mean ± SD. The solid

line, broken line and dotted line stands for the mice consuming the

standard diet MB-1 (black), the high-fat diet HFD32 (blue), and low-

fat diet CE-2 Low Fat (red), respectively. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01

Fig.2 Thirty-day survival after total body irradiation of mice fed with differ-

ent diets at postnatal age 8 weeks. The curvilinear regression of the

second degree was applied to the analysis of 30-day survival re-

sults and the LD50 for mice in each experimental group was calcu-

lated accordingly. The open squares, closed squares, and circles

stand for mice fed with standard diet MB-1 (black), high-fat diet

HFD32 (blue) and low-fat diet CE-2 Low Fat (red), respectively.

Fig.3 Induction of adaptive response in mice fed with the standard diet

MB-1 (black), high-fat diet HFD32 (blue), and low-fat diet CE-2 Low

Fat (red). The solid, broken and dotted lines stand for the mice re-

ceiving no irradiation (Control), the mice receiving the challenge

dose alone (7.5 Gy), and the mice receiving both the priming dose

and the challenge dose (0.5 Gy + 7.5 Gy), respectively. ** P <0.01
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Overview
Accumulated evidence suggests that non-genetic factors, such

as environmental, hormonal or lifestyle-related factors, may influ-

ence radiation responses and resulting cancer risks through epi-

genetic mechanisms, including micro-RNA (miRNA) regulations,

DNA methylation or histone acetylation. miRNAs are short, non

coding RNAs acting through post-transcriptional regulation of

mRNA. Each miRNA can regulate a significant number of mRNAs

and mediate various biological functions such as proliferation, cell

signaling, stress responses or DNA repair. Because they are

tightly integrated in cellular regulatory circuits, miRNAs are

emerging as fundamental role players in cancer, acting either as

oncogenes or as tumor suppressors. There is a crucial need for

better understanding the interactions between ionizing radiation

effects (especially at low doses) and non-genetic factors. Here we

present several animal and human experimental models focusing

on such interactions between radiation exposure and lifestyle-

related factors or steroid hormones.

Diet-induced obesity
Obesity is a major risk factor for various metabolic syndromes

and for initiation of cancer at several organ sites. We compared

the short-term biological responses to ionizing radiation in C57BL/

6J and C3H normal and obese mice [1]. Irradiated obese mice

exhibited specific gene promoter methylation and miRNA regula-

tion patterns. Radiation-triggered microRNA regulations observed

in normal mice were not observed in obese mice. miR-466e was

upregulated in non-irradiated obese mice (Fig.1). In vitro free fatty

acid administration sensitized AML12 mouse liver cells to ionizing

radiation, but the inhibition of miR-466e counteracted this radio-

sensitization, suggesting that the modulation of radiation re-

sponses by diet-induced obesity might involve miR-466e expres-

sion. This study suggested the existence of dietary effects on ra-

diation responses (especially epigenetic regulations) in mice,

possibly in relationship with obesity-induced chronic oxidative

stress.

Restraint Stress
Recent investigations have suggested that post-traumatic

stress disorder (PTSD) remains prevalent among residents and

evacuees of areas affected by the Fukushima nuclear disaster.

There is strong evidence that chronic stress influences the initia-

tion, progression and mortality of cancers. However, the molecular

mechanisms by which chronic stress promotes tumorigenesis are

not well understood. It was recently shown that chronic restraint

stress attenuates p53 function and promotes tumorigenesis. In or-

der to better understand how chronic stress would influence ra-

diation risks, we compared the response of restrained and unre-

strained mice to ionizing radiation exposure. While radiation-

responsive miR-34 was not affected by stress, DNA repair-

associated miR-335 was regulated only in non-stressed animals.

To better understand the underlying molecular mechanisms, in vi-

Fig.1 Free fatty acid (FFA)-triggered radiosensitization is counteracted by

the administration of miR-466e inhibitor.
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tro models mimicking biological effects of psychological stress

are being developed.

Alcohol consumption
Alcohol consumption is associated with various health risks and

diseases, such as hepatocellular carcinoma. However, certain al-

coholic beverages, such as Japanese sake, were also shown to

have anti-mutagenic activity. We investigated the influence of

chronic alcohol consumption on radiation-induced effects in

mouse livers. Radiation exposure in sake-drinking mice resulted

in specific cancer-associated miRNA regulations (including the

downregulation of let-7 and the upregulation of miR-181) not ob-

served in mice subjected to radiation or sake consumption alone.

Progesterone and basal-like breast cancer stem cells
Ionizing radiation and cumulative exposure to steroid hormones

are known risk factors for breast cancer. There is increasing evi-

dence that breast tumors are driven by a subpopulation of tumor-

initiating cancer stem cells (CSCs). In MCF10A human non-

cancerous basal-like PR- cells, the combination of progesterone

treatment and exposure to X-rays generated ALDH+ and CD44+/

CD24- CSCs [2]. In irradiated MCF10A cells, progesterone acti-

vated the PI3k/Akt pathway via membrane progesterone receptor

(mPR) [3]. Inhibition of the PI3k/Akt pathway counteracted the

generation of CSCs by progesterone and irradiation. The stimula-

tion of PI3K/Akt via mPR resulted in the inactivation of FOXO tran-

scriptional activity, the upregulation of snail and slug expression

and a downregulation of miR-29 expression, which led to in-

creased levels of KLF4, a transcription factor required for breast

CSC maintenance. Stabilization of miR-29 expression impeded

the generation of CSCs, while its inhibition alone was sufficient to

generate CSCs (Fig.2). This study provides a new mechanistic

basis for progesterone and radiation-induced breast cancer risk

in basal cells. In addition, the elucidation of new pathways and

miRNA regulations involved in CSC generation and maintenance

may open the door to potential novel anti-CSC strategies.

Conclusions
A major question for radiation biology is to understand how

other risk factors could influence the biological effects of ionizing

radiation, especially in terms of cancer risk, or conversely how

ionizing radiation exposures could potentiate other risk factors.

These studies demonstrate the existence of complex interactions

between non-genetic factors and radiation responses in several

experimental models, which involve miRNA-mediated molecular

mechanisms. This may allow us to better evaluate the risks and ef-

fects of ionizing radiation resulting from natural or medical expo-

sures, or to develop specific radiation-therapy regimens adapted

to each patient’s characteristics.

Fig.2 The generation of CSCs by progesterone and 1 Gy X-rays requires the down-

regulation of miR-29.
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Introduction
There are concerns not only about human health risks from en-

vironmental radioactive material contamination but also risks to

non-human biota from the contamination. However, not much is

known about the risks and protection of non-human biota from ra-

diation compared with what is known for humans. Radiological ef-

fects to non-human biota have been studied since the second half

of the 20th century as a byproduct of research on human sensitiv-

ity to radiation, and it was concluded that humans are more sensi-

tive to radiation than non-human species. According to the sensi-

tivity relationship between humans and non-human biota, the In-

ternational Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) de-

scribed in its 1990 recommendation that ”The Commission be-

lieves that the standards of environmental control needed to pro-

tect man to the degree currently thought desirable will ensure that

other species are not put at risk”. However in this decade, the

situation has slightly changed. Radiological protection frame-

works for non-human biota were developed in some European

and North American countries. In particular, the ICRP suggested a

protection framework for non-human biota against radiation in

Publication 91 and the Committee selected 12 species of refer-

ence animals and plants (RAPs) and reported the dose conver-

sion factors and the derived consideration reference levels for

those RAPs in Publication 108 and explained the framework to

adapt to exposure situations which the ICRP has categorized.

To consider the radiological impact to non-human biota, the ab-

sorbed dose to the organisms should be estimated and also ra-

dioactivity concentration in the organisms should be estimated.

The ICRP has provided concentration ratios (CRs) of RAPs in Pub-

lication 114 to allow transfer of values from estimated environ-

mental media to organisms in an equilibrium condition. However,

the CRs are not applicable to dynamically changing conditions

such as accidental discharges of radionuclides because such

concentrations have not reached equilibrium. In such cases, dy-

namic models should be used to estimate concentration in organ-

isms, however the ICRP has not provided dynamic models or their

parameters. Additionally, transfer pathways from environmental

media to target organism should be estimated in dynamic mod-

els, however it is difficult to identify which pathway should be con-

sidered, depending on trophic level. On the other hand, metabolic

parameters of marine organisms that are applicable to some dy-

namic models have been obtained. Thus, we applied a simple dy-

namic model to data which were obtained from monitoring data

released by the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) for the

Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear power plant (FDNPP), and we tested

the model to determine which pathway should be considered in it.

In the present study, we focused on the marine environment and

Cs-137 due to data availability.

Effective environmental half-life of Cs-137 in seawater
To estimate the whole body radioactivity concentration of the

marine biota, the monitoring data of seawater concentration were

analyzed at first. The radioactivity concentration sin seawater

around the FDNPP which was monitored by TEPCO were used for

analysis (http://radioactivity.nsr.go.jp/ja/contents/10000/9371/25/

coastal_water.csv). The monitoring sites T-1 and T-2 are on the

north and south sides of the FDNPP, and T-3 is on the plant. T-18 is

the monitoring site at Onahama in Iwaki City. In the present analy-

sis, we considered two models, the first model considered only

one decay component, Cw(t)=b(1/2)－t/a, and the alternative model

considered slow and fast decay components, Cw(t)=b0(1/2)－t/a0+

b1(1/2)－t/a1. The models were compared to the concentration data

of each monitoring site. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)

was used for selection of the better fitted model. From analysis re-

sults for all monitoring sites, the two decay component model was

judged to be better. The two decay component model indicated

that concentrations in seawater were rapidly decreased within a

year after the accident and were now decaying slowly but still

faster than the physical half-life of Cs-137.
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Dynamic model for marine biota
Radionuclide intake pathways of the marine organisms could

be classified as having two components, direct intake from

seawater and intake from sources other than seawater such as

preyed-on species. We let X (t) be radioactivity concentration of

the organisms at time t, then time dependency could be assumed

for the radioactivity concentration in seawater, Cw(t), and the ra-

dioactivity concentration in prey Cp(t) as follows:

X′(t) = αwCw(t) + αpCp(t)－ βX (t) (1),

where αw and αp denote the intake rate from seawater and prey,

respectively, and β denotes the elimination rate from the organ-

isms. The radioactivity concentration of the prey, Cp(t), was as-

sumed as simply exponential decay with time, Cp(t) =bpe－apt. Meta-

bolic parameters of the organisms were adapted from the litera-

ture [1],[2]. Whole body radioactivity concentration data could not

be obtained, so that we used marine organism data from food

monitoring data reported by the Ministry of Health, Labour and

Welfare (http://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/kinkyu/0000045250.html). It is

difficult to combine the concentration data of seawater and ma-

rine organisms, so we focused on an area of Iwaki City where both

types of concentration data were available. We also focused on

two organisms, the Japanese flounder and Japanese sea bass,

due to availability of metabolic data and suitability of ICRP RAPs.

We tested whether the intake pathway of prey should be in-

cluded or not using equation (1). We fitted two models, the first

model considered only the seawater intake pathway and the other

considered both pathways. Using the AIC, we selected the better

fitted model. Fitting results are shown in Fig.1. The two-intake

pathway model was selected as better for Japanese flounder

whereas the seawater intake only model was selected as better

for Japanese sea bass. We considered that the prey of the sea

bass had been in the radionuclide ingestion-elimination equilib-

rium and the radionuclide concentration of the prey species of

Japanese sea bass was proportional to that of seawater so that in-

cluding the prey pathway did not improve the model fitting. On the

other hand, prey of benthic fish such as Japanese flounder were

living in or on the sediment so that the effect of radionuclide distri-

bution from sediment could not be neglected.

Finally, we calculated the CR of both fish with the selected

model. The CRs of Japanese flounder and Japanese sea bass

were estimated as 28.9 and 133, respectively. The estimated CR

of Japanese flounder is consistent with previous studies (33-70) in

the Environmental Parameter Series 6 [1] and Japanese sea bass

was higher but consistent with the CR recommended by the IAEA

(100 in IAEA TRS-422 [3]). We also calculated the CRs at an early

stage after the accident. CRs of Japanese flounder and Japanese

sea bass were estimated as 101 and 190, respectively. The esti-

mations were also consistent with previously reported values [4].

These observed relatively high CR values in the early stage were

due to disequilibrium between activity concentration in seawater

and organisms.

Summary
To estimate the dynamic model of marine biota, intake path-

ways of two types of marine fish were tested. Results suggested

the two-intake pathway model with intake of seawater and prey

pathways fit benthic fish better, whereas the seawater pathway

model fit pelagic fish. Concentration ratios were also estimated

and the values were consistent with previous reports.

Fig.1 Results of model fitting for (a) Japanese sea bass and (b) Japanese

flounder. Solid and broken lines respectively, indicate the two-intake

pathway model and the seawater intake only model.
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Introduction
Hair analysis is extensively used in forensic sciences, assess-

ment of occupational or environmental exposures and in some

cases also for clinical and nutritional studies. Hair has advantages

over other bio-monitors, like blood and urine, because of its easy

collection, stability at room temperature and its capability to reveal

exposure for a given period of time. The proliferation of trace ele-

ment analysis as a tool for biological investigation of nutrition,

growth and development, and disease processes has led to con-

sideration of hair as a means not only to provide evaluations and

estimations, but also as a technique for the reconstruction of past

biological events [1]. This tissue may prove a practical dosimeter

for metallic environmental pollution. This makes hair an excellent

choice in certain situations as a screening tool.

The presence of depleted uranium (DU) in the environment (soil

and water) and its possible transfer to humans might be ascribed

to its use in recent years of military conflicts. Military personnel

and civilian populations living in war areas suffer adverse effects

on their health due to inhalation of the contaminative aerosol of

DU, which is produced and dispersed during a conflict. Depleted

uranium was used in the Balkan conflict in 1995 and 1999, and at-

tention should be paid about the possible consequences of its

use on the people and environment of this region. Therefore the

exposure assessment of DU in the present study area is very im-

portant; and for that, evidence of the presence of DU is required

which has been obtained by uranium isotopic ratio measure-

ments. Natural uranium (NU) is comprised as follows: 0.01% of
234U, 0.72% of 235U and 99.27% of 238U. Depleted uranium (DU),

produced in the process of enrichment of natural uranium used in

the production of munitions, contains 0.001% of 234U, 0.2% of 235U

and 99.8% of 238U.

In clinical and forensic toxicology, Cd is one of the trace metals

which plays an important role in monitoring heavy metal expo-

sures. Other trace metals e.g. Mn, Ni, Cu, Zn, Sr and Cs are of

clinical or forensic interest. Thus, these elements have been se-

lectively analyzed based on their abundance in hair samples, to

check exposure levels as they are considered to be bio-

indicators. Uranium and other trace metals were analyzed using

ICP-MS. A systematic procedure was used for the sample prepa-

ration and chemical separation for uranium. Quality control of the

method was achieved by analyzing certified reference materials.

Uranium isotopic ratios were measured using TIMS after pre-

concentration of uranium using ion exchange resins.

Experimental Procedure
Human scalp hair samples collected from persons living in the

Balkans were classified into three groups as shown in Fig.1. Bra-

toselce (South Serbia), DU targeted area in 1999; Han Pjesak (Re-

publika Srpska), DU targeted area in 1995 (Kasarna barracks per-

sons); and Gornja Stubla (Kosovo), not directly DU targeted area,

but with indirect exposure due to aerosols and also the high natu-

ral radiation environment. The natural radionuclide concentrations

in the soil from Han Pjesak, Bratoselce and Gornja Stubla are

shown in Table1.

Fig.1 Map showing field location of hair samples collection
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Great care was taken to cut hair samples from the scalp at the

nape of neck using ceramic scissors. Scissors were washed with

ethanol prior to each sampling. The hair samples were cut into

pieces approximately 0.5 cm in length and mixed to make a rep-

resentative hair sample. For each person, hair strands were

washed with acetone and distilled water after cutting into the short

pieces. After washing, hair samples were dried at 80℃ for 6

hours. Hair samples were then placed in sealed plastic bags, and

marked with personal information regarding age, sex and hair

color (natural and/or artificial) indicating the identification of the

subject. All samples were placed in a desiccator and stored prior

to chemical analyses. Elemental composition of hair samples will

not be degraded over a long span of time.

Results
The results of uranium and other trace metals e.g. Mn, Ni, Cu,

Zn, Sr, Cd and Cs in scalp hair samples of three replicate analy-

ses examined by ICP-MS are summarized in our paper [2]. A

large variation in uranium content ranging from 0.90±0.05－ 449

±12 ng/g with an arithmetic mean of 71 ng/g and median of 22.4

ng/g was observed. Arithmetic means in μg/g for Mn, Ni, Cu, Zn,

Sr, Cd and Cs were 2.4(1.9), 1.75(0.44), 13.7(12.7), 166(156), 4.2

(3.3), 0.26(0.054) and 0.0048(0.0028), respectively, whereas me-

dians are given in brackets. Deployment of weapons containing

DU in the Balkans by NATO forces and high background radiation

(HBRAs) may be the possible reasons for wide variation of ura-

nium content in human hair.

Correlation of elements in hair can be attributed to various fac-

tors. However, here we make an attempt to correlate the metals

based on the likelihood of exposure to high radiation. The correla-

tion matrix for different elements in hair has been given in Table2,

a positive correlation was observed for Mn with Ni and Sr with cor-

relation coefficients of 0.80 and 0.76, respectively. The trace ele-

ment concentration in hair may be attributed to many factors such

as hair color, length, age, sex, diet and smoking. The elemental

content also varies with geographical region. Importantly, nature

of shampoo, water quality, use of hair cosmetics and hair treat-

ments also alter trace element status of hair. Generally high

amounts of Mn and Ni associated with medicated shampoo may

be one of the possible reasons for the good correlation. However,

analyses of additional samples could help to resolve this ques-

tion. Similarly, some earlier reports showed strong correlation be-

tween Mn and Sr in hair as was also observed in the present

study. A systematic investigation of the past history of the person

could allow drawing a conclusion regarding the exact reason be-

hind the concentration level or possible exposure source of trace

metals in hair. Although correlations seem to be random, we need

to study the mode of transfer of these metals to hair to understand

everything in more detail. There was no significant correlation ob-

served for uranium with different metals in hair.

Measurement of 235U/238U atomic ratio in selected hair samples

ratios can be used to distinguish between natural and anthropo-

genic uranium. 234U/238U activity ratios in selected hair samples

with elevated uranium concentration varied in the range of 1.18－
1.36 and were within the reported range (0.93－4.37) for hair sam-

ples from residents of Finland (exposed to natural uranium

through drinking water consumption). We have selected hair sam-

ples with high uranium content from three Bratoselce subjects (D,

E and G) and one subject from Gornja Stubla (N) and measured
235U/238U atomic ratio using TIMS; results are shown in Fig.2.

Atomic ratio varied from 0.007115 to 0.007256, indicating the

source of uranium exposure is of natural origin.

Fig.2 Isotope ratios of uranium from standard and hair samples by TIMS

Human scalp hair samples collected from Balkan conflict zones

were analysed for U, Mn, Ni, Cu, Zn, Sr, Cd and Cs. Except for

uranium and cesium in a few samples, all other metals were found

in the same concentration range that has been the worldwide re-

ported range for occupationally unexposed persons [2]. Identifi-

cation of the probable source for the elevated level of Cs concen-

trations in a few hair samples was not possible based on the lim-

ited observations. Variability in uranium content may be due to the

use of weapons containing DU in the Balkans by NATO forces or

due to natural radiation background. Uranium isotopic measure-

ment (235U/238U) of selected hair samples with high uranium con-

tent shows it is of natural origin rather than from DU munitions.

Conclusion
Good correlations for Mn with Ni and Sr were observed for hair

samples. No significant correlation with U was obtained for other

metals in hair. Uranium isotopic measurement (235U/238U) of se-

lected hair samples with high uranium content indicated a natural

origin, rather than depleted uranium munitions.
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Table1 Natural radionuclide concentrations in soil

Place
Natural radionuclide concentrations in soil (Bq/kg)

238U 232Th 40K

Han Pjesak 70－100 40－50 240－300
Bratoselce 30－90 66－95 990－1240

Gornja Stubla 188－496 162－200 1736－1766
UNSCEAR 35 30 400

Table2 Correlation matrix for different elements in hair

U Mn Ni Cu Zn Sr Cd Cs

U 1
Mn －0.14 1
Ni －0.17 0.80 1
Cu －0.25 0.42 －0.10 1
Zn －0.32 －0.24 0.04 －0.10 1
Sr －0.02 0.76 0.57 0.23 －0.12 1
Cd －0.18 －0.04 0.01 －0.03 －0.24 －0.23 1
Cs 0.12 －0.37 －0.35 －0.10 －0.28 －0.51 0.58 1
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